You want to foster an early love of reading in your patients. And you value keeping abreast of fads and trends to better understand the children of today and what is important in their lives. Put reading and popular trends together and surely you are curious about trends in children's choice of books. The good news? Children are reading. Here is a "CliffsNotes" version of what appeals to them these days.

As you brush up on the latest in children's popular literature, keep in mind that there are bound to be favorites left off the list. If you want to keep current, just ask your patients what they are reading. The choices I offer here were made by consulting children's librarians, by reviewing best-seller lists, and from anecdotal evidence.

The Harry Potter series is a good place to start. Next time you find yourself asking about the amount of time a patient spends reading, ask if he, or she, has read the latest installment in this series. A simple "Yes" speaks, well, volumes. On its first day in circulation in June 2003, the 870 pages of Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix were snatched up by an estimated five million readers. With a cumulative 2,707 pages in J. K. Rowling's five sales-record-breaking tales of wizardry and adventure, youngsters still can't get enough. (Two more books are promised....)

Harry does not....
One of those very few Indian feminist whom I respect a lot because she doesn't follow the mainstream feminism narrative as it pretty evident from this answer... They don't know you. They do n. (Continue reading). Alex Johnston. , been reading literature since I was 12. Updated October 28, 2020 · Author has 9K answers and 49.8M answer views. Read books are far less valuable than unread ones. The library should contain as much of what you do not know as your financial means, mortgage rates, and the currently tight real-estate market allows you to put there. You'll accumulate more knowledge and more books as you grow older, and the growing number of unread books on the shelves will look at you menacingly. At every moment, you should be reading the best book you know of in the world [for you]. But as soon as you discover something that seems more interesting or more important, you should absolutely discard your current book … because any other algorithm necessarily results in your reading 'worse' stuff over time. In other words, do exactly the opposite of what we've been taught.